
 

Photonic crystals: 'even thin is functional'
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Figure 1. Representation of the woodpile photonic crystal structure that has a
similar structure as a diamond crystal magnified 1000 times. Credit: University
of Twente

Photonic crystals are the nanostructures that can manipulate photons by
means of an energy gap, similar to how the semiconductors in computer
chips manipulate electronic current. It was always thought that photonic
crystals should be thick and bulky to be functional. Scientists from the
University of Tokyo, the University of Electro-Communications in
Tokyo, the Kyoto Institute of Technology and the University of Twente
discovered that even very thin 3-D photonic band gap crystals are
powerful devices to strongly control the flow of light. The new insights
lead to design rules for new optoelectronic devices for efficient
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telecommunication and computers, and thin solar cells. The resulting
paper will appear in the journal Physical Review B, published by the
American Physical Society.

"We studied carefully assembled photonic crystals with the so-called
woodpile structure," says leading author Dr. Tajiri (see Fig. 1). "Our
crystals consist of stacked arrays of rods in two perpendicular directions
in a semiconductor wafer such as gallium arsenide. The crystal structure
is inspired by diamond gemstones." The advanced method conveniently
allows making thin structures of only a few layers thick, between a few
hundred nanometers to about one micron.

To investigate their new crystals, the Japanese-Dutch team decided to
measure the reflectivity spectra. Therefore, after fabrication in Japan,
they were shipped to Twente for microscopic measurements. The spectra
showed that the thin diamond-like photonic crystals function remarkably
well: all crystals showed both high reflectivity and broad peaks.
Remarkably, this occurred even for the thinnest crystal.

The reflected light is forbidden to enter crystals over a considerable
range of wavelengths, also known as a forbidden gap. In the Japanese-
Dutch crystals, the situation is even more radical, since the light is
forbidden to travel in all directions simultaneously. Dr. Tajiri explains:
"The quick formation of the forbidden gap in our crystals is remarkable
because earlier 3-D crystals required a large thickness for a gap to
emerge."

Possible applications

Prof. Iwamoto leader of the Japanese team says: "Our discovery that
even thin photonic crystals are powerful devices means that we can save
considerable fabrication time and resources." And prof. Vos, leader of
the Dutch team, enthuses: "The result that even thin structures are fully
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functional is great news for applications in photovoltaics. Here, scientists
are looking for thin broadband back reflectors to improve the
performance of thin solar cells."

The paper is titled "Reflectivity of Finite 3-D GaAs Photonic Band Gap
Crystals" and has been published in Physical Review B on 1 June.

  More information: Takeyoshi Tajiri et al. Reflectivity of three-
dimensional GaAs photonic band-gap crystals of finite thickness, 
Physical Review B (2020). DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.101.235303
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